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Chicago's 'Shadow Markets' Led Free Fall in a Plunge That
Began Right at Opening
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By SCOTT MCMURRAY AND ROBERT L. ROSE

A version of this article appeared October 20, 1987, on page 22 in the
U.S. edition of The Wall Street Journal.

CHICAGO -- The panic began here.

An eerie quiet settled over the teeming stock-index futures pit at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange early yesterday as traders watched the beginning of the worst
washout in stock-market history.

With trading delayed in many major New York Stock Exchange issues because of
order imbalances, Chicago's controversial "shadow markets" -- the highly
leveraged, liquid futures on the Standard & Poor's 500 stock index -- were, for just
a few minutes, the leading indicator for the Western world's equity markets.

And the stock-index markets were leading the way down -- fast. In a nightmarish
fulfillment of some traders' and academicians' worst fears, the five-year-old index
futures for the first time plunged into a panicky, unlimited free fall, fostering a sense
of crisis throughout U.S. capital markets.

The day posed an unprecedented test for the nation's financial futures markets.
Many traders long have wondered how index futures and options would function if
stocks were in a free fall, and yesterday these new markets clearly hit their limits.
First, stock-index futures speeded stockprice declines, nearly quintupling previous
record one-day drops. Then, as buyers fled the market in alarm, trading nearly
dried up, temporarily preventing the markets from functioning as a hedging
mechanism -- their principal reason for existence.

The situation was "unique in the history of the futures markets," said Thomas
Russo, a New York futures and securities lawyer. "This is a day we will long
remember."

Within seconds of the open, S&P 500-stock index futures prices sank 18 points --
surpassing the nerve-racking record declines scored in an entire day on Friday.
Salomon Brothers Inc. began unloading contracts at an unheard-of rate of 1,000 at
a time, dumping more than $600 million in stock-index futures in the first hour of
trading alone, one pit trader estimated. Salomon officials couldn't be reached for
comment on the estimate.

With no limits on futures prices and regulators in disagreement over the advisability
of a trading halt, there was nothing to stop the 80-point free fall in the S&P 500 that
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"Everybody's awe-struck," said John Gustafson, a futures analyst with Discount
Corp. of New York Futures, who stood just a few feet off the S&P pit. In the offices
of the city's three major futures and options exchanges, officials began preparing to
make more than a record $2 billion in intraday margin calls. Up the street at the
Chicago Board Options Exchange, a market maker wept softly in the men's room.

Gradually, of course, the focus of attention shifted yesterday from the futures
markets to the Big Board as activity in major issues there gathered momentum. By
midday, the plunge in the Dow Jones Industrial Average nearly matched the tumble
in futures, focusing attention again on the stock market itself.

But by the close, the futures markets were signaling the possibility of further
carnage today. S&P 500 futures for December settlement dropped nearly 30%, or
80.75 points, outstripping the 23% drop in the Dow Jones Industrial Average. The
futures also closed at more than a 20-point discount to the index itself, a bearish
signal. Unless that relationship changes radically when trading begins today,
arbitrage traders are likely to buy the relatively cheap futures and sell the stocks in
the index, further depressing the stock market.

"This is just what many people had feared," said Merton Miller, a professor of
finance at the University of Chicago. Like a ride on a frighteningly efficient financial
roller coaster, the breakneck pace of futures trading can foster panic and eliminate
time for buyers to assess the situation and enter the market.

"It's somewhat analogous to a bank run," Mr. Miller added. "Everybody thinks, 'If
only I can get first in the queue, I'll be all right.' Once it starts, it builds on you.'"

Traders applauded the futures markets for sustaining yesterday's wild price moves
and staying open throughout the day, despite trading delays in stocks and options.
Officials of Chicago's big exchanges said late yesterday that all their members had
met margin calls so far.

Index futures are contracts for future delivery of cash based on the value of such
broad market indicators as the S&P 500 stock index. Traders use them to hedge
against risk on their stock portfolios, as well as to speculate on the future direction
of the stock market as a whole.

Nevertheless, the wild action raised anew some longstanding issues. Analysts,
traders and academicians have long fretted about the price-battering potential of
portfolio insurers, big institutional investors who use a hedging technique that
requires them to keep selling futures the more the stock market falls. Portfolio
insurers did indeed help touch off yesterday's steep declines, but their initial wave
of selling soon expanded to an avalanche that encompassed all kinds of traders,
from arbitragers to mutual funds.

Also, many traders wished for even a brief respite from yesterday's frenzied selling.
Unlike other futures markets, stock-index futures trade without price limits. In the
past, such limits have tended to halt price moves, at least temporarily, and slow
major trends. In a silver-market crisis in 1979, for instance, price limits slowed
extreme volatility and stretched major market trends over a period of months.

In other instances, regulators have temporarily halted futures trading to permit
government officials and traders to adjust to sudden changes in the market outlook.
When President Jimmy Carter stopped $2 billion in grain shipments to the Soviet
Union in 1980, for instance, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
suspended grain futures trading for two days while the government indemnified
grain exporters and made other price-propping moves.

But in stock-index futures, regulators are sharply divided over whether trading halts
should be imposed. Securities and Exchange Commission Chairman David Ruder
has advocated trading halts as a response to chaotic trading. But the current acting
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chairman of the CFTC, Kalo A. Hineman, has said he opposes such moves.

Yesterday, as institutions and investors scrambled to lay off at least some of their
risk in futures, trading in the index markets virtually dried up at several points,
threatening a liquidity crisis on the Merc's trading floor. At mid-morning, the S&P
prices were moving up two points, then back down, in less than a minute, as sellers
scrambled to fill orders at any price they could get.

On the Chicago Board Options Exchange, which offers trading in an option on the
S&P 100 stock index, a rotational system for opening trading kept the market
orderly. "Operationally, we're doing great," said CBOE President Charles Henry. But
delays of as much as 45 minutes in filling orders were common. "Bache, Merrill and
Shearson have orders like this," a CBOE floor official told CBOE executives,
holding up his two hands with a six-inch gap in between.

The liquidity squeeze also posed an extraordinary threat to the clearinghouses on
the major exchanges, which guarantee futures trades. Although the Chicago Merc
has raised various stock-index margin requirements recently, yesterday's 20-point
move in S&P 500 futures at the open alone would have effectively wiped out, on
paper, the minimum $10,000-per-contract margin deposit the exchange demands of
speculators.

The Merc demanded additional margin deposits of $1.6 billion from its 92 clearing
members yesterday, exchange officials said. A Chicago Merc official said total
margin deposits against positions in S&P 500 futures are about $2 billion.
Exchange officials also denied rumors that any Merc clearing members were in
financial trouble as a result of yesterday's washout. The Merc had a special order-
matching session scheduled for midnight last night.

An official of Board of Trade Clearing Corp., which clears trades for the Chicago
Board of Trade, said the exchange had issued three intraday margins calls totaling
about $400 million yesterday. Late yesterday, the Board of Trade raised initial
margins for speculators in its Major Market Index futures.

Separately, Options Clearing Corp., the Chicago organization that clears options
trades for U.S. securities exchanges, said it had made intraday margin calls totaling
$180 million early yesterday to about two-thirds of its 190 member firms.

Nevertheless, the sell-off sparked a fire sale on exchange seats as traders
scrambled to cover their losses. The price of an index- and option-trading
membership on the Chicago Merc tumbled 19% to $118,000 yesterday, with seven
seats changing hands and eight more offered for lease. Five full Chicago Board of
Trade memberships were sold, with the price tumbling to $375,000 from the
previous sale at $530,000 last Oct. 6, then recovering late in the day to $400,000.

And the streets of Chicago were uncharacteristically quiet after the market closed.
On LaSalle Street in the heart of the city's financial district, a lighted brokerage sign
that usually radiates the Dow Jones Industrial Average blinked incomprehensibly
when the drop passed the two-digit mark, then simply flashed zero.

W. Howard Stovall, manager of the Chicago Board of Trade Treasury-bond desk for
Goldenberg Hehmeyer & Co., acknowledged that he doesn't know if the plunge is
over yet. But "if it's not over now," he added, "boy, is it going to be ugly when it is."
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